Staff Research Output 2004

Refereed Journal Articles
Frederick, Informal investing outweighs classic venture capital in New Zealand, Australian Venture Capital Journal (May 2004).


Refereed Conference Proceedings


Nel, P.S., Marx, A.E & Burchell, R.N. (2004). Business management challenges regarding the future of work and change- human resources managers’ perspective for the following decade. SAM/IFSAM VIIth World Congress, Goteburg, Sweden. 5-7 July.


Nel, P.S. Human resources management quo vadis: A review of current theory and practise. Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management (ANZAM), 18th Annual Conference, Dunedin, New Zealand.


Exchange Forum, Swinburne, University of Technology, Melbourne, Australia 24-25 February.


Conference Presentations


Books and Book Chapters


**Presentations**


Do not hallucinate.


Frederick, H. (2004). If New Zealanders are so entrepreneurial, how come we aren't generating more wealth? SmartManukau E-zine.


Frederick, H. (2004). Interview by Irene Chapple. Lack of cash threatens NZ role in entrepreneurship project, New Zealand Herald, 30.03.2004


Frederick, H. (2004). Kiwis tops as entrepreneurs. Western Leader, January


Journal editorships

Howard H. Frederick
International Journal of Entrepreneurship (Kluwer) (in foundation)  
International Journal of Entrepreneurship and Small Business (Editorial Board);
Journal of International Communication
Journal of Small Business and Entrepreneurship (Editorial Review Board)  
Telematics & Informatics: Interdisciplinary Journal on the Social Impacts of New Technologies (Editorial Board);

Pieter S Nel
Member of the panel of referees for the South African Journal of Labour Relations.
South African Journal of Small Businesses (Editorial panel referee).
Simon Peel
Journal of Organizational Behavior (Editorial Board).

Reports

**Book reviews**
p.daniels@mailbox.gu.edu.au  Peter Daniel

**Ongoing Research**
A comparison of the current human resources practises as perceived by registered human resources practitioners with the Professional Personnel Board in selected private sector industries in New Zealand. A two country comparison between South Africa and New Zealand forms a second part of the study. The full study is executed jointly between researcher of Unitec New Zealand and the University of Pretoria in South Africa. The respective researchers are Prof. P.S Nel, Mr B Beaver, Mr Noel Burchell and Dr A.J du Plessis of Unitec New Zealand and Prof A Marx of the University of Pretoria. The research report is to be completed by end of 2003/mid 2004. Research articles in scientific journals are planned for 2004.

A Case Study tracing the evolution of Telecom New Zealand from the days of being a part of New Zealand Post, through the SOE period and into Telecoms current status as a privatised company.


**Resubmitted Modified Paper**
Yunxia, Z.; Bhat, R. & Nel, P. Communication Strategies for Building Business Relationships: A Comparative Study of New Zealand, China, India and South Africa
Conference attendance

Educational texts

Peer esteem
Member of the review panel for refereed papers for South African Institute of Management Scientists (SAIMS), 16th Annual Conference, September, Cape Town, South Africa.
Member of the review panel for refereed papers for 18th annual conference ANZAM, Dunedin, New Zealand. 9 – 11 December 2004.